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An Irish idiom says: “May you have the hindsight to know 
where you have been, the foresight to know where you 
are going and the insight to know when you have gone 
too far”. 

In this issue, CCFU probes its experiences with state 
institutions regarding the re-establishment of a Ministry 
of Culture as well as the policy and legislative dimension 
of the interface between culture and development.

Suffice to say that CCFU has, in its campaigns, 
encountered as many possibilities as challenges, 
including sometimes tendentious conversations about 
overstepping its mandate. By and large we are living in 
times where hitherto taken-for-granted cultural spaces 
and expressive outlets are getting ever more skewed 
and constricted. In such a situation, statist bureaucrats 
and unaccountable ‘culturocrats’ are more prone to 
command, control and extractive thinking than to cultural 
humility, guidance and open-ended dialogue.

We need to move away from selective and opportunist 
bemoaning about the shrinking values and practices of 
cultural affinity, identity and obuntu. To do so, we have to 
address this in a holistic, grounded and a multi-layered 
manner: how to organise and shape our cultural heritage 
of the moment without uprooting the past or mindlessly 
compromising the future.

Prof. Luutu Mukasa

From our Board Chair



response to our work this year, as CCFU was invited to 
commemorate the European Year of Cultural Heritage. 
It is our hope that the outcomes of this initiative will 
enhance the perceptions of domestic and international 
tourists about national heritage and history.

The next pages also elaborate on the Foundation’s drive 
to promote a positive attitude towards preserving our 
national cultural heritage, highlighted by the recognition 
of cultural heritage promoters whose outstanding 
conservation efforts are an inspiration to the youth and 
the general public. 

While the policy context has not changed significantly, 
actors in the culture sector remained resilient in their 
efforts to protect and promote our national heritage. 
We note in our annual reflections that our national 
policies need to translate into opportunities for 
Ugandans to exercise their cultural rights, to find their 
place in regional and global heritage scenes and to 
turn their heritage resources into viable initiatives 
that open up opportunities for cultural education and 
entrepreneurship.

It is our hope that you too will feel inspired to question 
us, partner with us or start your own initiative to preserve 
and promote our national cultural heritage.   

Emily Drani
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From our Executive Director

2018 was an interesting and pleasantly challenging 
year, as we worked to consolidate our existing heritage 
work and to realise some of our aspirations to preserve 
built heritage. 

Our experience over the years has shown that 
communities across the country are deeply concerned 
about the loss of their cherished traditions and 
recognise the need to employ both traditional and 
modern mechanisms to transmit their cultural values, 
knowledge and skills for the benefit of present and 
future generations. Thus, heritage education remains 
an important component of our work. This year, we 
reinforced our Heritage Education Programme, not 
only by increasing the number of clubs, but also by 
strengthening the capacity of cultural coordinators to 
sustain the current 140 heritage clubs. It is our hope that 
once launched, the secondary school curriculum will 
underscore the relevance of cultural heritage associated 
with different examinable subjects. In addition, our 
collaboration with four universities to develop a degree 
course on Cultural Heritage and Development, once 
completed, will create an opportunity to nurture home-
grown heritage professionals to conserve our national 
heritage. 

The right to enjoy, exercise and access one’s cultural 
heritage should however not be taken for granted. In 
2018, the Foundation worked with indigenous minority 
groups that are struggling to be recognised in the 
Constitution of Uganda, to preserve their languages 
and to access their heritage sites. Some experience 
marginalisation based on their cultural identity, restricting 
their self-expression and access to basic social services. 
Working in collaboration with a coalition of NGOs and 
State actors, efforts have been made to address some 
of these forms of marginalisation. We also learnt that the 
right to culture may contribute to or conflict with other 
development agenda as was evident in the outcomes of 
our study on ‘Culture and Conservation of chimpanzees 
in Uganda’. 

Awakening a sense of wonder and renewed appreciation 
of buildings and sites of historical and cultural relevance 
in Kampala, Jinja and Entebbe was an exciting 



Food for thought

Divided for seven decades, North and South Korea 
together won international recognition for Korean 
traditional wrestling as one of the world’s cultural 
treasures by UNESCO on 26th November 2018.

“It reminds us of the peace-building power of cultural 
heritage, as a bridge between peoples. This marks a 
victory for the longstanding and profound ties between 
both sides of the inter-Korean border” - Audrey Azoulay, 
Director-General, UNESCO.
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Policy-making for cultural 
promotion in Uganda: how 
effective?
Worldwide, the role of the State in promoting and 
protecting culture through legislation has been 
controversial. In Uganda, policy-making for cultural 
development and preservation has had a chequered 
history and prompts two questions: does having a 
heritage policy actually translate into its preservation 
and promotion; and are further measures needed? 

Until the advent of the colonial era, mechanisms for 
heritage development, management and transmission 
were community managed, enforced by unwritten 
sanctions and taboos that were often inherent to the way 
of life of the different groups that inhabited what was to 
become Uganda. Culture therefore first hit the statute 
book with the advent of colonialism when a few aspects 
of culture that reflected the interests and concerns of the 
colonial administration (and of the new religions of the 
time) were incorporated in laws, such as with the1943 
Stage Plays Act, the 1959 Uganda National Culture 
Centre Act, and the 1957 Witchcraft Act. 

The first post-independence Constitution recognised the 
existence and importance of cultural institutions, but did 
not provide for the promotion and protection of cultural 
heritage. With the exception of the adoption of the 1967 
Historical Monuments Act, in the turbulent political period 
that followed in the 1970s and 1980s, no new heritage 
laws were passed. Cultural heritage concerns were 
dealt with under a Ministry of Culture and Community 
Development that focused mainly on the performing 
arts. Indeed, the decisions taken by colonial and post-
colonial administrators to only accord a low priority to 
cultural heritage matters in public affairs have arguably 
contributed to the present passive and dismissive public 
attitude towards cultural heritage and its contribution to 
development in Uganda.

Has this changed? In the 1990s, with the restoration of 
law and order, a number of developments took place: 
the Ministry of Gender, Labour and Social Development 
took responsibility for cultural affairs, but at departmental 
level only. Old laws were updated and new ones crafted 
with a direct bearing on cultural heritage, some motivated 
by pressure from various interest groups: the 1993 
Traditional Rulers (Restitution of Assets and Properties) 
Act, the 2006 Copyright and Neighbouring Rights Act, 
the 2011 Traditional and Cultural Leaders Act, the 
2015 Museums and Monuments Policy and the 2015 

Indigenous & Complementary Medicine Bill. Meanwhile, 
the 1997 Local Government Act decentralised the culture 
function to districts, the 2006 National Culture Policy 
was passed and the thematic curriculum, with its strong 
emphasis on cultural resources for primary education, 
was introduced through the 2008 Education Act.

While these laws have captured important aspects 
of our national cultural heritage, several areas remain 
unaddressed, such as heritage education in post-
primary education, inventorying and protecting national 
heritage, heritage outreach, infrastructure development, 
and cultural tourism. More recently, attempts have been 
made to expand the notion of cultural resources and to 
harmonise institutions through a Heritage Resources Bill 
(2016) and the proposed establishment of a Heritage 
Directorate (2018) under the current Ministry of Tourism, 
Wildlife and Antiquities. These efforts remain work in 
progress. The Department of Equity and Rights also 
initiated the development of a policy on Indigenous 
Minorities in Uganda which will include elements of 
cultural rights protection.

Uganda is also a signatory to a number of international 
conventions that foster the promotion and protection of 
both tangible and intangible cultural heritage. In 2018, 
Uganda benefited from the technical and financial 
provisions made under the 2003 and 2005 UNESCO 
conventions. Under the 2003 Convention, two projects 
benefitted from financial assistance: the NGO Engabu 
za Tooro, was supported to implement a 3-year project 
on community-self documentation and revitalisation of 
ceremonies and practices association with the Empaako 
naming system; and CCFU received support for a 
3-year project on ‘Promoting intangible cultural heritage 
education in institutions of higher learning in Uganda’ 
(the details of which are presented later in this report). 
Under the 2005 Convention, the National Commission 
for UNESCO carried out a series of capacity building 
workshops for crafts makers in three regions, as part of 
a project to strengthen their artistic, design, marketing 
and management skills and to enhance the sustainability 
of creative industries in Uganda. Nominations for 
inscription of five sites (including sites with ancient rock 
art, such as Nyero) under the 1972 Convention are 
underway. While these Conventions have been ratified, 
their goals, objectives and strategies are however yet to 
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be domesticated and incorporated in relevant heritage 
policies to ensure that they are implemented, evaluated 
and reviewed as part of a national heritage development 
agenda

One can therefore ask whether our relatively elaborate 
legislative framework makes a difference. There 
has only been a nominal increase in the national 
budget allocation towards the implementation of the 
National Culture Policy in 2018 (at 0.000125% for the 
Department of Culture and Family Affairs) but this clearly 
remains woefully inadequate to meet the various needs 
in the culture sector. In addition, the distribution of the 
available funds is skewed, as they are mainly spent on 
the monthly stipend of selected cultural leaders, with no 
support to heritage preservation programmes, to policy 
development for national sites and museums, or to 
the implementation of plans to enhance the viability of 
Uganda’s tangible heritage. 

The structural division of State agencies responsible for 
cultural heritage also makes it difficult to conceptualise 
heritage in its totality and to assess its impact on society.  

In the continued absence of a Ministry of Culture, most of 
the above-mentioned laws fall under different ministries, 
contributing to institutional visions, objectives and 
strategies that are rarely harmonised towards a common 
heritage agenda. Failure to take into account Uganda’s 
peculiar history as a colonial construct, the consequent 
breakdown in heritage development and transmission, 
as well as the diverse needs of our varied cultural 
communities, may not obtain the ownership necessary 
for the successful implementation of a development 
policy that reflect our cultural wealth. 

The world over, cultural heritage has proved to be a 
valuable source of inspiration, innovation, employment 
and national revenue, ultimately contributing to social 
cohesion and nation building. In 2018, civil society 
organisations called upon, and continue to call upon, 
national authorities to restore a Ministry of Culture 
guided by a comprehensive, well-funded national cultural 
heritage policy, in order to fully harness Uganda’s rich 
cultural heritage - only then will the country reap the full 
benefits of our national heritage.

Legislation provides for the protection of heritage sites, such as this one in Acholi, but effective 
protection is lacking for many other important historical buildings and sites.
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Working with the youth
Convinced as ever that the sustainable preservation 
and promotion of our heritage should lie in the hands 
of our young people, CCFU has in 2018 continued to 
support heritage education in both secondary schools 
and universities.

In secondary schools, the number of heritage education 
clubs has grown to 140 throughout the country, supported 
by a network of 19 coordinators (persons attached to 
community museums, teachers, or cultural enthusiasts). 
The vibrancy of most clubs demonstrates the yearning 
by youth to better understand their cultural identity and 

to promote it. Meanwhile, CCFU is following up the 
National Curriculum Development Centre to ensure 
that a cultural dimension is included in the forthcoming 
revised lower secondary school curriculum.

Once again, the National Youth Heritage Awards 
ceremony provided an opportunity to enhance the 
involvement of youth and to highlight their expression 
of cultural heritage. The creative work of 13 young 
awardees illustrates the 2019 Heritage Calendar. 

To nurture home-grown heritage professionals, CCFU’s 
works with 4 universities to promote cultural heritage 
studies. In 2018, representatives from the University of 
Kabale, the Islamic University in Uganda, Kyambogo 

Mungufen Santos Marcelino awarded by Mercy Mirembe Ntangaare at the 2018 Annual Youth 
Heritage Awards ceremony

University and the Uganda Martyrs University jointly 
developed an undergraduate 3-year programme 
(Bachelor of Cultural Heritage Studies), which each of 
the four universities will now adapt to their individual 
needs and philosophy, present for accreditation by the 
National Council for Higher Education, and eventually 
offer as a course of study. Public lectures were also 
held to publicise the need for cultural heritage studies 
in the contemporary Ugandan context. The project is 
supported by UNESCO and works in close collaboration 
with the Ministry of Education and Sports, the National 

Public lecture in session at the Uganda 
Martyrs University, Nkozi
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Council for higher Education, the Ministry of Gender, 
Labour and Social Development, as well as with the 
Uganda National Commission for UNESCO.

To demonstrate that culture can provide a 
source of livelihood, CCFU supported youth 
groups to enhance their cultural enterprises. The 
Kibatsi Youth Development Association and Go Culture 
were helped to publicise and market their craft-making 

activities. The Golden Youth Ahead group, makers of 
musical instruments was, among others, helped with 
financial management and the Mutuba VI youth group 
was assisted to grow their museum as a business 
enterprise. Some were assisted to participate in the 
international cultural fair in Kampala, where their 
contribution to youth employment was there for all to 
see.  

Youth groups showcase their work during the International Cultural Fair (Ekyooto) in Kampala
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Fostering cultural rights

The recognition and awareness of cultural rights 
in Uganda slowly improved last year, as citizens 
increasingly participated in cultural events held by 
various ethnic groups across the country; the traditional 
medicines industry continued to flourish, and cultural 
enterprises (tourism, entertainment, crafts) further 
expanded. 

In 2018, CCFU continued to promote the cultural rights of 
indigenous minority groups, especially in the Rwenzori, 
Karamoja and West Nile regions. In the Rwenzori, these 
include the Batuku, Basongora, Bagabo, Bakingwe, 
Banyabindi, Batwa, Bavanuma, Bamba and Babwisi. In 

CCFU meeting the management committee of the Ik House of Memory

Karamoja, CCFU worked with the Napore, Ik, Nyangya, 
Ngokutio and the Katebong; and with the Lendu and 
Kebu in West Nile.     

In the Rwenzori and in Northern Karamoja, regional 
minority groups’ platforms developed statements, 
documenting their concerns and stating their demands 
for recognition and equity. Representatives of indigenous 
minority groups had an interface with the Office of the 
Prime Minister and the Equal Opportunities Commission 
during which they lobbied for access to cultural sites 
in restricted areas, compensation for loss of land after 
forceful eviction and use of local languages in schools. 
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CCFU worked with the Karamoja platform to document 
sites in protected areas and to engage the Uganda 
Wildlife Authority and National Forestry Authority to 
permit controlled access. 

The Batwa are among the most marginalised indigenous 
minorities in Uganda. In 2018, CCFU supported the 
Batwa in Bundibugyo to acquire land for agriculture 
and possible resettlement, to engage with the district 
authorities over their rights, and financed the construction 
of educational facilities for their children. To learn from the 
development work and advocacy efforts regarding other 
Batwa communities across Western Uganda, CCFU 
also undertook research to document best practices of 
NGOs working with them, to be published in 2019.

As a co-founder of the “National Coalition for the Rights 
of Indigenous Minorities in Uganda”, CCFU participated 
in press conferences held to mark the international day 
of the world’s indigenous persons under the theme 
“Indigenous peoples’ migration and movement.” and, 
with indigenous minorities’ representatives, to demand 
the recognition of minorities in the National Constitution. 
The Equal Opportunities Committee of Parliament was 
engaged and a petition presented to the Speaker of 
Parliament, requesting improved access to services 
and the development of a national resettlement policy to 
guide the government in managing eviction processes. 

International legislative instruments also contribute 
to the respect of cultural rights. CCFU participated in 
the drafting of the civil society alternative report to the 
African Commission on the African Charter on Human 
and People’s Rights, specifically on the status of cultural 
rights in Uganda. The Foundation also took part in the 
drafting of the alternative report to the UN Committee 
on the Rights of the Child on the status of the children’s 
rights in Uganda. 

Cultural rights may also be understood as culturally 
defined rights. In 2018, we continued to work with 
cultural institutions in the Acholi region to address 
gender inequalities and gender based violence. 
Royal pronouncements were developed by two Acholi 
chiefdoms (Paibwore and Pawel) affirming their non-
tolerance of the marginalisation of women and girls, 
and related practices. CCFU also produced a film 
documentary on culturally defined rights as understood 
by Acholi communities in Kitgum, Lamwo and Gulu, to 
be released in early 2019. 

Women from indigenous minorities (the 
Rwebisengo Widows’ Cultural Association among the 
Batuku, the Tubbehamwe Women’s Group among 
the Bagungu, and the Kebu Women Development 
Association had an opportunity to enhance their cultural 
enterprises (crafts, cultural education for youth, and 
traditional performances).

Rwebisengo Widows’ Cultural Association displaying their cultural products
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Connecting with our heritage 
through historic buildings 
and sites

Worldwide, the link between sustainable development 
and cultural heritage is becoming more evident. Thus 
one of the targets to attain the Sustainable Development 
Goals is to “strengthen efforts to protect and safeguard 
the world’s cultural and natural heritage.” 

This year, CCFU was privileged to be invited by the 
European Union to take part in activities to mark the 
European Year of Cultural Heritage in Uganda by 
implementing a project to promote historic buildings and 
sites in Kampala, Jinja and Entebbe – three cities of 
historic significance in the country. 

Activities included the training of young photographers, 
architects and researchers on documenting historic 
buildings and sites; the documentation of selected 
buildings in the three urban centres; civic engagement 
seminars with urban authorities, owners of buildings, tour 
operators and members of the general public; guided 

tours and the unveiling of commemorative plaques on 
selected buildings and sites; and the development of 
reference materials: three maps, a mobile app and an 
illustrated coffee-table book. 

Speaking at the unveiling of commemorative plaques in 
Kampala, H.E. Attilio Pacifici, the European Union Head 
of Delegation to Uganda, decried the neglect of historic 
buildings, which he called “little pearls in the streets of 
the Pearl of Africa,” and invited Ugandans to “use, re-use 
and manage” them to enable young people to “better 
understand their past, appreciate their present and 
forge their future”. Prof. Ephraim Kamuntu, the Minister 
for Tourism, Wildlife and Antiquities, acknowledged that 
historic buildings and sites can contribute to Uganda’s 
tourism if well taken care of. He urged their owners 
to preserve them and expressed the Government 
of Uganda’s willingness to support efforts for their 
protection and promotion.

13

Training young photographers and researchers
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CCFU continued to encourage 
policy makers, including the 
Kampala Capital City Authority, to 
legally protect historic properties. 
By the beginning of 2018, after 
consultations with owners and 
managers of such buildings, an 
ordinance for Kampala had been 
developed with the hope that, once 
passed, this can be introduced to 
other urban centres. A resolution 
was reached by participants during 
a civic engagement seminar in 
Entebbe to petition their Municipal 
Council to enact an ordinance to 
protect Entebbe’s most endangered 
sites (including Entebe Za Mugula, 
which gives the city its name). 
We also advocated for policy and 
practice reforms in a presentation at 
a symposium on Unveiling Tourism 
Potential in Secondary Cities during 
the Uganda Urban Expo held in 
Jinja in September. After years of 
effort by CCFU and partners, the 
Namagoma Forest Ordinance to 
protect this important urban forest 
in Kyotera as a cultural heritage 
resource was passed by the district 
councillors and is expected to 
become operational in 2019. In 
the same area, CCFU supported 

the cultural institution of Kooki 
to promote its cultural heritage, 
assisting in the documentation of 
major cultural resources in the area 
and in establishing a museum.

To raise awareness and trigger 
debates to influence policy and 
practice regarding the preservation 
of historic buildings and sites, 
CCFU also co-organised with 
the German Cultural Society a 
panel discussion with the theme 
“Modernist and other Historic 
Buildings in Kampala: Rethinking 
preservation”, during which the 
importance of built heritage 
conservation was discussed with 
a range of stakeholders, including 
representatives of the architectural 
profession. 

 

H.E Attilio Pacifici, Ambassador and Head of Delegation, European Union and Prof. Ephraim 
Kamuntu, Minister of Tourism, Wildlife and Antiquities unveil a plaque at the Uganda Museum

Uganda’s built heritage is under threat.  The  disappearance 
of historic sites means a lost connection with our shared 
past, and a risk of losing those unique features which   
prevent our cities from becoming indistinguishable from 
each other. 

The following sites in Jinja have therefore been marked 
with a commemorative plaque to highlight their historical 
and cultural significance.

St. Joseph’s Cathedral, Rubaga. With its first stone laid in 
1939, this immaculately preserved cathedral was built by the Mill 
Hill Fathers, who first arrived in Uganda in 1895.

This Jinja railway bridge, was built in 1926, an engineering 
feat at the time. It linked Kampala to Mombasa and accommodated 
a roadway, which was closed when the Owen falls dam was 
commissioned in 1954.

Connecting with our heritage through 
historic buildings and sites

1
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Unveiling the Cultural Heritage Treasures of Kooki  

 

 

 

 

 
    
 

A Catalogue for the Kooki Cultural Museum  
 

2017 

                              Kooki Chiefdom 

The Cultural Heritage Treasures of Kooki

A Catalogue for the Kooki Cultural Museum, 2018

Obwakamuswaga Bwa Kooki

The Kooki Museum 
Catalogue, produced with 

CCFU’s assistance

A leaflet with historical 
buildings and sites in Jinja. 

Leaflets were also produced 
for Entebbe and Kampala
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The 3rd National Cultural 
Heritage Awards
Across the country, there are unsung heritage 
champions preserving cultural knowledge and skills, 
actively transmitting their cultural heritage to the youth, 
documenting indigenous knowledge, and preserving 
the built and natural heritage. Since 2013, CCFU has 
recognised such champions through a biannual National 
Heritage Awarding Ceremony. 

In 2018, a national jury selected 4 awardees for their 
contribution in the development of our intangible 

heritage (Annet Nandujja, Robert Rukahemura, Fr. 
Richard Kayaga Gonzaga and Taga Nuwagaba) and 2 
for their protection of our built heritage (the management 
of Villa Maria Church and the Mugula family). These 
were jointly recognised at a grand ceremony by Hon. 
Godfrey Kiwanda, Minister of State for Tourism and Ms. 
Rosie Agoi, Secretary-General of the Uganda National 
Commission for UNESCO. The next Award ceremony 
will be held in 2020 – please prepare your nominations! 

The representative of the Mugula family is 
honoured for preserving the Entebe za Mugula 

cultural site

Winners of the 2018 National Cultural Heritage Prize and Hon. Godfrey Kiwanda, Minister of State for 
Tourism, the Guest of Honour at the Award Ceremony

Mr. Taga Nuwagaba was recognised for his 
comprehensive compilation of totems of Buganda.
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Culture and conservation of 
the great apes in Uganda
Uganda’s rich natural heritage includes over 5000 
chimpanzees and 400 gorillas that have been listed as 
endangered species. These great apes’ survival has 
been of immense concern to national and international 
conservation organisations and, while they constitute an 
important tourism attraction for Uganda, could there be 
other reasons to justify more concerted efforts to care for 
and conserve them?

In search of an answer to this question, CCFU in 
2018 carried out research to establish the extent to 
which culture can contribute to the conservation of the 
great apes in Uganda. The research, carried out in 
the Rwenzori and Bunyoro regions, revealed that the 
great apes, especially the chimpanzees, have cultural 

significance. Two clans, the Batangyi (of the Bakonzo in 
Rwenzori) and the Bayanja (of the Banyoro) claim the 
chimpanzee as their totem and take practical measures 
to ensure that it is protected. An unexpected, but 
welcome finding was the existence of over 500 private 
forest owners in Bunyoro some of whom provide a safe 
haven for some of the chimpanzees that reside outside 
the protected areas. There are however some negative 
cultural practices that could adversely affect the survival 
of the chimpanzees, such as the use of body parts for 
traditional medicine and food.

Recommendations for a multi-stakeholder approach 
to conservation, involving cultural leaders, traditional 

medicine practitioners and private 
forest owners were made. At the 
launch of the research report, the 
Commissioner for Tourism, Ms 
Grace Aulo Mbabazi noted that the 
great apes provide a significant 
tourism attraction and national 
revenue earner and underscored the 
importance of respecting the cultural 
context and involving communities, 
with their cultural values and 
knowledge, in conservation. Tom 
Okello, the Executive Director of 
the National Forestry Authority, 
emphasised “the need to conserve 
forest and plant indigenous tree 
species, as these are sources of 
food to our people and brothers in 
the wild…” 

Grace Aulo Mbabazi, Commissioner, Tourism, Ministry of Tourism, 
Wildlife and Antiquities and Emily Drani launch the ‘Culture and 

Conservation of the great apes in Uganda’ research report
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regional platform for 
indigenous minorities 
in the Rwenzori 
will be supported 
to undertake 
quantitative research 
on access to services 
and the Karamoja 
platform to map 
cultural sites in 
protected areas to 
advocate for better 
access. Alongside 
the promotion of 
their cultural rights, 
CCFU will complete 
the establishment of 
education facilities 
for the Batwa 
in Bundibugyo 
and support their 
livelihood. It will 
also organise 
engagement with 
district authorities, 
to follow up on 
commitments made 
to address the Batwa’s continued marginalisation.

To demonstrate that culture can contribute to 
employment and income generation, CCFU will 
continue to support selected women’s groups belonging 
to indigenous minorities as well as some youth groups 
to develop income generating projects for cultural 
products and activities. In 2019, we shall support the 
Nile Beats Artists in Jinja, the Mutuba VI Youth Group 
in Masaka, Go Culture in Kampala and Golden Youth 
Ahead in Hoima with technical and financial assistance. 
The Kebu Association and the Tubbehamwe Groups will 
also be helped, especially to market their products. 

CCFU further expects to deepen its work to enhance the 
role of culture in promoting women’s rights. It will seek 
to replicate effective practices (such as pronouncements 
by chiefs on culturally defined rights against domestic 
violence) and the Foundation will initiate research 
on culturally-defined women’s rights in Lango, thus 
exploring a different context for new insights on the 
existence and practice of cultural rights.

Finally, we shall widen our network of collaborators and 
partners in and outside the culture sector nationally and 
internationally in the coming year. One opportunity will 
be our participation in the 19th International Conference 
of National Trusts, to be held in Bermuda on the theme 
“Arms Wide Open: Strategies for Engaging with Diverse 
Communities”.

Prospects for 2019
Working with and for youth in the culture field will 
continue to provide an important direction to our work 
in the coming year. Our support to Heritage Education 
Clubs in secondary schools will likely expand. We are 
pleased to report that with support from the “Culture 
at Work Africa” initiative, CCFU will also implement a 
project to engage young people in 148 Ugandan and 
100 Kenyan heritage and peace clubs in demonstrating 
the value of social cohesion through competitions, inter-
country exchanges and dialogues with policy makers. 

We anticipate that a Bachelor’s degree programme 
on Cultural Heritage Studies will be submitted for 
accreditation, having been adapted to the needs and 
philosophies of the four universities that have developed 
it in 2018. Training of lecturers and the production of a 
resource book will support the delivery of this course. 
Further public lectures will be held to deliberate on the 
relevance of intangible and tangible heritage in the 
current development context.

Our work in 2018 on researching and preserving 
historical buildings in Jinja, Entebbe and Kampala has 
alerted us to the need to help support the protection 
of our built heritage in the face of imminent threats. In 
collaboration with heritage conservationists, CCFU will 
lobby the local authorities in the three towns to urgently 
enact legislation to protect historical properties for the 
benefit of present and future generations. We will also 
finalise our European Union-funded publications, as 
described earlier.

Our publication on “Culture and Conservation of the 
Great Apes in Uganda” highlighted the available cultural 
resources that can be harnessed for a collective 
conservation agenda. In early 2019, CCFU will seek 
opportunities to engage cultural institutions, private forest 
owners, youth and conservationists in Western Uganda 
to harmonise their efforts to conserve chimpanzees and 
their habitat, using cultural values and practices.

In  2016 CCFU embarked on an oral history 
documentation project and selected three indigenous 
minority groups whose heritage was most at risk - the 
Batwa in Bundibugyo, the Lendu in Zombo and the 
Ngokutio in Kitgum. Documentation for the Batwa was 
concluded in 2017 and the outputs are being used to 
educate the youth and the wider public about their 
heritage. The documentation of the oral history for the 
Lendu and Ngokutio will be concluded in 2019 to provide 
an important cultural foundation for young people in 
these communities.

Next year, the Foundation will continue to engage with 
several human rights organisations to deepen their 
appreciation of cultural rights and the need to incorporate 
such rights in their human rights activities. The 

This app will inform visitors 
and heritage enthusiasts 

as they are walk along the 
streets of Kampala, Jinja 

and Entebbe
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Thank you!
Since our founding in 2006, our activities both in Uganda 
and beyond, would not have been possible without the 
active and generous support of our committed friends 
and partners.

We would like to first thank our Board of Trustees who 
have once again set aside their precious time to make 
the Foundation what it is today.

We are also grateful to all our programme partners 
throughout the country, including secondary schools 
on the Heritage Education Programme, community 
museums, historical buildings and sites owners, local 
governments, civil society organisations, our government 
counterparts, leaders of cultural institutions, indigenous 
minority groups and other committed individuals, the 
media, service providers, and each of you in your 
individual capacity.

In 2018, CCFU received financial support amounting to 
Ugx 814 million. We thank…

• The Arcus Foundation
• Bread for the World / Protestant Development 

Services
• Diakonia – Uganda Office
• The European Union 
• The Fund for Global Human Rights
• The United Nations Educational, Scientific and 

Cultural Organisation (UNESCO)

… for believing in us and for supporting our cause.

Above all, we thank God the Almighty who gave us yet 
another opportunity to live and serve our country.

We look forward to a continued partnership with you 
and to collectively bringing the relevance of cultural 
heritage to the fore, in our efforts to foster inclusive and 
meaningful development.
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